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It is that time of the year again when all anglers are getting out their boats and already smelling the
fish. A fishing expedition is the ultimate father and son moment to either get a good life lesson in the
picture if you escape the embarrassing ones first. Whether you are out fishing with your friends, son,
father or father in law, you want to get that perfect heavy catch that gives stories or years to come.

Any good angler knows that getting the right type and weight of fish all lies in the bait that you have.
Whether you are a pro-angler or not, have never fished apart from the tadpole you caught when you
were seven, know that getting the right fish all lies in what equipment you use. Here is a simple
guide that will help you to have a successful fishing experience:

â€¢	The first thing is to decide between getting bait or lure. Bait is actual prey for the fish you want to
catch and ranges from worms to smaller types of fish. You can use lure that is easier to get at a
shop and I usually an imitation of bait formed in metal or plastic. The advantage of lure is the shiny
reflection in the water attracts the fish fast but you also have to be fast once you feel the tug.

â€¢	When you get into a fishing store and want to select lure take care you also do not fall into the trap
of the shiny colors. Although fish are attracted to the shine, that should not be the sole determinant
in picking your selection. Instead of opting for the shiniest, choose one that blends to the
surroundings. For instance, a silver lure works best when getting silver fish in a lake. 

â€¢	Settle on your fishing location then go out and pick your equipment from the boat to the lure. All
these are important to getting your fish. You do not want a boat that cannot navigate the creek or
river well or lure that does nothing but shine.

â€¢	Once you get the right lure, select some more with a similar aspect but varying types to increase
your chances.  Your caches of getting fish using a lure all depends on the amount of sunlight, water
temperature and plant life available. All these factors will change given that you will probably fish for
several hours so get lure to accommodate the changes.

â€¢	If you want to get your hand dirty in the experience, go for live bait if you have the stomach for it.
The bigger the size of fish you want to get the bigger the bait you will have to use. Small fish do well
with worms and fish eggs but larger fish will be attracted to smaller fish or longer bigger worms.

â€¢	Attach your bait well to your hook and wait for the natural scent of the bait to attract the fish. Some
people also add the trick of extra bait thrown into the water around your area to attract large
numbers at once. This works perfectly but make sure to confirm about the legalities in your fishing
area.

Once you get the right bait or lure, get ready to face your favorite battle on the line and tug in your
catch!
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June is a good time for fishing, especially blue fin tuna. Inflatable boats are fun to do some river
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fishing. An a online fishing store can assist with finding lots of equipment that is needed for catching
some big fish. I like baitcaster rods as they are efficient and easy to use. You need some good a
lures as well as some decent bait, preferably alive if possible. But, if you have dried don't worry.
Fishing in June is fun, as long as the sun is out!
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